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INTRODUCTION

system came from the Pioneer 10 and 11 spacecraft, which
passed by the planet in 1973 and 1974, respectively. During
their passage through the jovian system, the in situ dust detectors on board both spacecraft recorded several impacts
of dust particles (Humes et al. 1974). Even these few impacts represented a flux which was, by three orders of magnitude, larger than the dust flux measured in interplanetary
space. These measurements proved the existence of dust in
the jovian environment. The penetration detectors used at
the time, however, could only detect particles larger than
several microns.

.st is both a messenger of and participant in cosmic pro:ses. Like photons, a dust particle is born at remote sites in
tee and time and carries information on its formation and
;tory. Dust particles are dispersed in space by gravitation,
Lgnetic and radiation fields and, therefore, act as astroysical tracers, responding to their environment as well as
ering their environment. We can infer properties about
~dust's past and present environment from the particle's
lk properties and its chemical composition.
In the dust evolution cycle, dust offers a tangible, physLl link between our planetary system and the stars. For
ample, it is an intimate player in proto-planetary accrem disks and the formation of planetesimals. Therefore,
2 study of dust in space can provide important informam on the fundamental processes governing the formation
planetary systems. The dust in a planetary system is the
)St processed of the different populations of cosmic dust.
is replenished by sources such as dust from asteroid colions, cometary activity and collisions in the inner solar
stem and in the outer regions like the Kuiper Belt. These
tst populations can impressively display their presence as
metary dust tails and the zodiacal light. The dust envinment is denser in the vicinity of planets where the dust
produced by endogenic and exogenic processes associated
ith satellites, collisions in dense rings, and dust can also
~captured from interplanetary space by planetary magne,spheres. However, our knowledge of dust in a planetary
1vironment - apart from the Earth - was relatively sparse
~fore the Galileo mission to Jupiter.
The subject of this chapter is dust in the environment
:Jupiter. By the term "dust" we mean solid particulates
hose typical sizes range from several nanometers up to sev·al microns. Until the mid 1970s, dust had been studied

The next major step forward in the investigation of
dust in the jovian system came from the Jupiter flyby of
the Ulysses spacecraft in 1992. The impact ionization dust
detector of Ulysses is five orders of magnitude more sensitive (of particle mass) than the Pioneer 10/11 detectors
( Griin et al. 1992b). Within 2 AU from the planet, Ulysses
discovered intermittent collimated streams of dust particles.
The streams occurred at approximately monthly intervals
(28 ± 3 days) and the maximum impact rates exceeded, by

>Ctensively in interplanetary space (Fechtig et al. 2001) but

three orders of magnitude, the rates typically measured in

presence in the environment of Jupiter was pure spec-

interplanetary space (Griin et al. 1993, Baguhl et al. 1993);

Iation. The first indications that dust exists in the jovian

Figure 10.1. These fluctuations were a complete surprise

,s

In 1979, the two Voyager spacecraft drastically changed
our picture of jovian dust, even though they were not
equipped with dedicated dust detectors: Jupiter's dusty
rings were discovered on images from the Voyager cameras,
although earlier hints that this faint dusty ring might exist
came from a dip in the density of charged particles measured near Pioneer 11 's closest approach to Jupiter (Fillius et al. 1975, Acuna and Ness 1976), as well as from the
impact events recorded by the Pioneer dust detectors. Another discovery by Voyager, which had a large influence on
later dust research, was active volcanism on lo. At the time,
there were conjectures that tiny dust grains entrained in Io's
plumes might be ejected into circumjovian space by electromagnetic forces (Johnson et al. 1980, Morfill et al. 1980).
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Table 10.1. Physical parameters of dust populations (1) studied in situ at Jupiter, (2) gives typical particle sizes (radii) assun~
spherical particles, (3) are average measured impact speeds, (4) lists the radial distance range where the particles have been detect
and (5) and (6) give the derived particle number densities and mass densities in space, respectively. Each dust population is discusse<
the section listed in (7).
Impact
Speed
(km s- 1 )
(3)

J ovicentric
Distance

(1)

Particle
Size
(f.!m)
(2)

Stream particles
Ejecta clouds
Ejecta ring
Captured particles
Outskirts ring

"'0.01 *
0.3-1
0.6-2
0.5-1.5
1-2

rv300*
6-8
"'7
rv20
"'5

6RJ-2AU
:S10 Rsat t
6-30RJ
6-20RJ
;?:50 RJ

Population

(4)

Number
Density
(m-3)
(5)

Mass
Density
(kg m- 3)
(6)

Section

10.3/10.4
10.5
10.6
10.6
10.6

10-3_10-8

10-23_10-28

10-4_10- 5

10-19_10-20

10-6-10-7

10-20_10-21

rv10- 7

"'10-21

"'10-8

"'10-22

(7)

*= derived from dynamical modeling
t: altitude above satellite surface
because no periodic phenomenon for small dust particles in
interplanetary space was known before. The measured impact directions implied that the particles interacted with
the interplanetary magnetic field, and that they originated
from the jovian system. Jupiter's magnetosphere was recognised as the ultimate source of these high-velocity dust particles, provided that they could collect a positive electrical
charge, and hence gain energy from the outward pointing
corotational electric field. The source, however, could not be
derived from the Ulysses measurements alone. From modeling the particle dynamics, Io (Horanyi et al. 1993a, Maravilla et al. 1995) and Jupiter's gossamer ring (Hamilton
and Burns 1993) were suggested as the most likely sources
of the jovian dust streams.
The jovian dust streams were confirmed in 1995, when
the Galileo spacecraft approached Jupiter (Grun et al.
1996a, Kruger et al. 1999b). Galileo is equipped with a twin
of the Ulysses dust detector (Grun et al. 1992a). Modeling
of the particles' dynamics led to grain sizes of about 10 nm
and impact speeds exceeding 200 km s- 1 Zook et al. (1996).
(See Grun et al. (2001) for a comprehensive review of 10
years of Ulysses dust measurements.)
During its seven-year orbital tour about Jupiter, Galileo
has provided the first opportunity for long-term in situ
dust studies in the environment of a giant planet. Apart
from the jovian dust streams, Galileo allowed for studies
of impact-generated dust clouds surrounding the Galilean
satellites (Kruger et al. 1999e), a tenuous dust ring in the
region between the Galilean satellites (Thiessenhusen et al.
2000, Krivov et al. 2002a) and further out from the satellites
(Krivov et al. 2002b), as well as interplanetary and interstellar particles captured by the jovian magnetosphere (Colwell
et al. 1998b,a). At the end of 2000, the flyby of the Cassini
spacecraft at Jupiter offered the unique opportunity for in
situ dust measurements with two spacecraft at Jupiter. The
dust analyser on board Cassini is an upgrade of the Galileo
and Ulysses instruments. With five dedicated dust detectors
flown on Jupiter-passing spacecraft, the dust environment of
Jupiter has been studied as extensively as has the natural
cosmic dust environment around the Earth.
Unlike larger jovian bodies, the dynamics of dust in the
jovian system is strongly affected by electrodynamic forces.
Like all astronomical bodies, particles in the jovian system
are exposed to plasmas and UV radiation and collect elec-
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Figure 10.1. Impact rate of dust particles observed with Ulys;,
during its Jupiter flyby (dashed vertical line). The curves show
impacts recorded (upper curve) and impacts of dust particles wi
masses greater than 10- 15 kg (lower curve). The impact rates E
a sliding average over six impacts. The distance from Jupiter
indicated at the top. Note that after Jupiter flyby the spacecn
receded from the planet at about 35° jovigraphic latitude (Gr
et al. 2001).

trostatic charges. However, if the dust particles are smi
enough, their dynamics can be dominated by electric ar
magnetic forces. For micron-sized and smaller dust grain
magnetospheric effects can shape the particles' size and sp
tial distributions. The ring/halo region, the dust stream
the captured ring at Jupiter and the ring supplied by ejeci
from the Galilean satellites are recent examples where du:
plasma interaction effects can best explain the observation
In this chapter, we describe measurements of the differm
populations of jovian dust and provide plausible gravit:
tional and electrodynamical explanations for the dust's d:;
namics. The properties of the individual dust populatior
are summarized in Table 10.1.
We mainly confine this chapter to dust outside of Io
orbit, where most of the presently available in situ dust dat
have been collected. For dust within lo's orbit-especiall
the jovian ring system-the reader is referred to Chapt€
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Additional information about the in situ dust measurelts in the jovian system can be found at http://www.mpimpg.de/ dustgroup /.
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IN SITU DUST DETECTION

:::e most of the measurements discussed in this chapter
e been obtained with the Galileo dust detector (DDS),
describe this instrument in some detail before we discuss
jovian dust environment.
Galileo is a dual-spinning spacecraft with an antenna
gative spin axis direction) that usually points toward
·th. The dust detector (Figure 10.2) is mounted on the
:ming section of the spacecraft and the sensor axis is offby 60° from the positive spin axis (i.e., usually the anti~th direction). The geometry of dust detection is sketched
E"igure 10.2. The field of view (FOV) of the dust detecis a cone of 140° full angle. The sensor area for impacts
>ends on the angle between the impact direction and the
n axis. The maximum sensitive area of the detector aver!d over one spacecraft revolution is 235 cm 2 (Kruger et al.
19c). The impact direction (rotation angle, ROT) is demined from the spin position of the spacecraft around its
n axis at the time of a dust impact. The rotation angle
)T = 0° corresponds to a dust sensor axis orientation
sest to the ecliptic north direction. The rotation angle
neasured in a right-handed system around the antenna
ection.
The Galileo dust detector (Grun et al. 1992a) is an im::t ionization sensor, that measures the plasma cloud gen~ted upon impact of sub-micron- and micron-sized dust
rticles on to the detector target. Up to three independent
~asurements of the ionization cloud created during impact
~ used to derive both the mass and the impact speed of the
st grains (Grun et al. 1995c). The detector mass thresh!, mt, is proportional to the positive charge component,
, of the plasma produced during the impact, which, itself,
ongly depends on the impact speed, w. Using the calibran parameters (QI/m)o, mo, wo, and a, which have been
termined from detector calibrations (Grun et al. 1995c),
~ corresponding mass threshold is:

QI

(Wo)a

: = (QI/m)o = mo -;;;

(10.1)

Sensor
axis

Figure 10.2. Schematic configuration of the Galileo dust detector (DDS): the antenna (top) points towards Earth and the dust
detector (DDS) largely faces the anti-Earth hemisphere. The sensor axis has an angle of 60° from the positive spin axis (i.e., the
anti-Earth direction). During one revolution of the spacecraft the
sensor axis scans a cone with 120° opening angle. The 140° wide
FOV of DDS is indicated by dotted lines. The sensor orientation
shown corresponds to a rotation angle of 270° if viewed from the
north ecliptic pole.
1995a,b, Kruger et al. 1999d,c, 2001a,b). The Cassini dust
instrument is an upgrade of the Galileo and Ulysses detectors. It is, by an order of magnitude, more sensitive in impact
charge, and can also measure the chemical composition of
dust particles (Srama et al. 2004).

10.3

JOVIAN DUST STREAM
MEASUREMENTS

The jovian dust streams detected with Ulysses during its
approach to Jupiter in 1992 demonstrated the interaction of
charged dust particles with a planetary magnetosphere for
the first time. In this section we discuss the measurements
of the dust streams obtained mostly within Jupiter's magnetosphere and in Section 10.4 we present a numerical model
for their dynamics.

th exponent a rv 3.5. For example, an impact charge of
= 8 x 10- 14 C refers to a mass threshold mt = 3 x
17
kg at 20 km s- 1 impact speed.
The dynamic range of the impact charge measurement
10 6 , which is also the dynamic range of the mass determiLtion for particles with constant impact speeds. The calrated speed range of the instrument is 2 km s - 1 ::; w ::;
lkms- 1 , which corresponds to a calibrated mass range of
l- 19 to 10- 9 kg. Impact speeds can be determined with
1 accuracy of about a factor two and the accuracy of the
ass determination of a single particle is about a factor of
n. Impact rates are derived from the number of detections
ithin a given time interval.
The Ulysses spacecraft carries a dust detector which is
~arly identical to Galileo's dust detector. Dust data ob-

The impact directions of the dust stream particles measured
with Galileo and Ulysses in interplanetary space were close
to the line-of-sight direction to Jupiter. The approach direction of most streams, however, deviated too much from the
direction to Jupiter to be explained by gravitational forces
alone. This deviation was correlated with the magnitude
and the direction of the interplanetary magnetic field ( G run
et al. 1996a), which implied that strong non-gravitational
forces must have been acting on the grains. The observed 28day period in the impact rate (Figure 10.1) was most likely
caused by changes in the tangential component of the solar
wind magnetic field, which periodically accelerated the par-

Lined with the detectors on board both spacecraft- Ulysses

ticles towards and away from the ecliptic plane (Hamilton

J.d Galileo-can be found in the literature (Grun et al.

and Burns 1993). Numerical simulations have shown that

10.3.1

Electromagnetically Interacting Dust
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Figure 10.3. Phase relation between Galileo's position in
Jupiter's magnetic field (here Galileo's distance from the magnetic equatorial plane, Z) and observed impact rate, impact direction (rotation angle), ion charge rise time t1 and ion charge amplitude Q1 during part of Galileo's G2 orbit about Jupiter in 1996
(Griin et al. 1998). A dipole tilted at 9.6° with respect to Jupiter's
rotation axis pointing toward AIII = 202° has been adopted for
the magnetic field. The observed data have been smoothed with
a 2 hr average. In the time interval shown, the spacecraft approached Jupiter from 60 RJ to 10 RJ jovicentric distance (Jupiter
radius, RJ = 71492 km).

only particles with velocities in excess of 200 km s- 1 and
radii a in the range 5 nm :::; a :::; 15 nm are compatible with
the observations (Zook et al. 1996) (It should be noted that
these speeds are well beyond the calibrated range of DDS).
Larger (smaller) grains do not interact enough (interact too
strongly) with the interplanetary magnetic field to explain
the observed impact directions. This demonstrates that the
solar wind magnetic field acts as a giant mass-velocity spectrometer for charged dust grains.
Strong electromagnetic interactions of dust grains have
also been studied with the Galileo detector within the jovian magnetosphere. These grains are the continuation of
the dust streams measured with Ulysses and Galileo in interplanetary space. Figure 10.3 shows an example of impact
parameters measured while Galileo was in the inner part of
the magnetosphere. During this and most other times when
Galileo has collected data in this spatial region, the impact
rate fluctuated with 5- and 10-hr periods and the fluctuations typically reached two orders of magnitude. Furthermore, the impact directions of the grains and the measured
charge rise times and charge amplitudes, which are used to
derive particle speeds and masses, show similar fluctuations
(Griin et al. 1998). These fluctuations are correlated with
the position of Galileo in the jovian magnetic field (upper
panel in Figure 10.3). Due to a 9.6° tilt of Jupiter's magnetic
axis with respect to the planet's rotation axis, the magnetic

Ganymede projected on to Jupiter's (J) equatorial plane (Jup:
radius, RJ = 71492 km). The orbits of the Galilean satelliteS:
shown: Io (I), Europa(E), Ganymede (G), and Callisto (C). Da
are marked by diamonds (numbers give day of year in 1997)1
Galileo's path through the jovian system. Earth direction is
the top.
equator sweeps over the spacecraft in either up- or dov,
ward direction every 5 hr, causing the fluctuations in 1
measured impact parameters.
A highly time-resolved example of the measured i
pact rate of our smallest dust impacts ( Q1 < 10- 13 C) fr~
Galileo's G7 orbit about Jupiter is shown in the upper pa1
of Figure 10.5 (the G7 orbit is sketched in Figure 10.,
When Galileo approached Jupiter, the impact rate incre~
to values exceeding 10 min- 1 (Days 91 and 93). Around p~
jove passage, the impact rate dropped to about 0.1 minBetween Day 88 and Day 94, the impact rate fluctuated
more than an order of magnitude, with periods of abou1.
and 10 hr. At Ganymede closest approach, a sharp peak<;
curred which lasted only several minutes (these impacts v.
be discussed in Section 10.5). Interestingly, the impact ro
shows three broad maxima (Days 89, 91 and 93) which o
about two days apart (see also Section 10.3.3).

10.3.2

Impact Directions

An example of the measured impact directions (rotation a
gles) of the dust particles, as derived from the sensor orie
tation at the time of particle impact, is shown in the bottd
panel of Figure 10.5. The impact direction of a single pa
ticle is only known to lie somewhere within the 140° -wi~
FOV. The average of all the rotation angle arrival dire
tions of dust particles belonging to a stream is known 1
much higher accuracy than is the impact directon of a si1
gle particle.
When Galileo was approaching Jupiter, the dust in
pact direction was concentrated between 210° and 330
No stream particles were detected before Day 87. Half.
day before perijove passage, the impact direction of tb
stream particles shifted by 180°, and they approached frm
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:ure 10.5. Dust data from Galileo's G7 orbit (28 March to

.pril 1997). Upper panel: Impact rate of small dust particles
pact charge QI < 10- 13 C). Lower panel: Sensor direction
oime of dust particle impact (rotation angle) for those imts for which the complete information has been transmitted
Earth (Kruger et al. 2001a). Small particles (impact charge
< 10- 13 C) are shown as crosses, bigger particles are shown
circles. The size of the circles indicates the impact charge
-13 C :-::; Q1 :-::; 10- 1 C). At 0° the sensor points close to the
ptic north direction, at 90° and 270° the sensor points close
Jupiter's equatorial plane. The closest approach to Ganymede
5 April 1997 is indicated by a dashed line and perijove pase by a dotted line. On Day 88, Galileo was at a jovicentric
;ance of about 50 RJ, perijove distance was at 9.1 RJ (Kruger
2l. 1999a).

°

Figure 10.6. A Scargle-Lomb periodogram (Scargle 1982) for
two years (1996 and 1997) of Galileo dust data; (from Graps et al.
(2000)). A carrier source (Io) is modulated by Jupiter's magnetic
field frequency which leads to "modulation product" peaks at
13.9 and 7.7hr. There are additional frequencies: a half period
of Jupiter's magnetic field (4.9 hr), Io as a single source (41.9 hr),
and a low-frequency oscillation trend due to the spacecraft orbital
geometry (Graps et al. 2000).

1992) instruments which are mounted to the magnetometer boom (Kivelson et al. 1992) of Galileo. The boom is in
the field of view of the dust instrument for particles approaching the sensor at angles more than 30° away from the
positive spin axis (cf. inset of Figure 10.4). This shading by
the boom and the shape of the rotation angle distribution
imply that the dust streams are collimated to within a few
degrees (Kruger et al. 1999c).
Particles detected within about an hour of Ganymede
closest approach came from the direction between 250° and
310°. Note that the dust streams had already vanished half
a day earlier (see also Section 10.5).

opposite direction. This change in impact direction is
ncident with the drop in the impact rate at Day 94.0
Figure 10.5, upper panel). At Day 94.8 impacts of
all stream particles ceased. The times of onset, shift by
0
)
and cessation of dust impacts give important informan about the particle's dynamics. These times can best
explained by tiny electromagnetically-interacting dust
rticles with radii of about 10nm (Section 10.4.3). The
3t majority of the particles were small sub-micron-sized
st particles, which just exceeded the detection threshold
r 14 c ~ QI ~ 10- 13 C; crosses). Only about 20 bigger
rticles (10- 13 C ~ Q I ~ 10- 11 C filled circles) were de::ted within two days around perijove passage, i.e., within
RJ from Jupiter, and they belong to a tenuous dust ring
ling the region between the Galilean satellites (this dust
1g is discussed in Section 10.6). Four of these impacts ocrred within 1 hr of closest approach to Ganymede. They
e particles belonging to a steady-state dust cloud surunding this jovian moon (discussed in Section 10.5).
The rotation angle distribution on Days 88 and 89 shows
1 interesting void between 250° and 280°; fewer particles
~re detected in this range in rotation angles than in the
.nge of larger and smaller angles. This gap is due to a shad-

In Section 10.3.1 we presented strong evidence for the electrodynamic interaction of the jovian dust stream particles
with the planet's magnetosphere: 5- and 10-hr fluctuations
of the impact rate are compatible with Jupiter's rotation
period.
In addition to the 5- and 10-hr periods, a modulation
of the dust impact rate with Io's orbital period (42 hr)
could also be recognized during some time intervals (e.g., for
Galileo orbits E4, G7 and C9 see Grun et al. 1998, Kruger
et al. 1999a,c, respectively) while at other times an Io modulation was missing (e.g., orbit G2, Figure 10.3). A detailed
frequency analysis of a two-year data set shows Io's orbital
frequency as a "carrier frequency" and primary source of
the jovian dust streams (Figure 10.6, Graps et al. 2000).
Jupiter's magnetic field frequency modulates Io's frequency
signal, giving rise to modulation side lobe products seen

g of the dust detector by Galileo's magnetometer boom, as

around first order (10 hr) and harmonic (5 hr) Jupiter mag-

l

10.3.3

lo's Frequency Signature

ell as by the Energetic Particles Detector (EPD, Williams

netic field frequencies. These modulation products confirm

. al. 1992) and the Plasma Subsystem (PLS, Frank et al.

Io's role as a primary source of the jovian dust streams. Io
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as a source can best explain the time series analysis results
showing Io's orbit periodicity. The periodogram peaks give
a rough estimate of the fraction of dust from Io: if we sum
under the lo peak and the modulation side lobes (primary
and first harmonic), that fraction amounts to 60% of the
total mass. The remaining mass fraction can come from Io
or elsewhere, but it has lost Io's frequency signature. An Io
source is also compatible with the deduced particle sizes of
a rv 10 nm: photometric observations of the Io plumes obtained with Voyager imply a size range of 5 to 15 nm (Collins
1981), in agreement with numerical simulations (Zook et al.
1996). Recent Hubble Space Telescope (HST) observations
constrained the grains to be smaller than 80 nm (Spencer
et al. 1997). Hence, given the ejection speeds of more than
200 km s - 1 , Io is a source for interplanetary and interstellar
dust.
The jovian dust stream rates in the frequencytransformed Galileo dust measurements show different signatures, varying orbit to orbit. The varying frequencies from
orbit to orbit are dependent on the spacecraft and dust detector geometry, on Jupiter's magnetosphere/plasma conditions, but also on Io itself, most likely its volcanoes' activity
(see also Section 10.3.6).

10.3.4

lo's Dust Contribution

How significant is Io as a source of cosmic dust? How does
the amount of dust ejected compare with other dust sources
in the solar system? With a simple calculation, we can derive the total dust production rate of Io. Given the spread
of Io dust along and away from Jupiter's equatorial plane,
we assume a wedge-shaped emission pattern of dust originating at Jupiter, with a wedge opening angle of() = 35°.
Although Galileo measurements were obtained only along
the jovian equatorial plane, this opening angle is justified
by the Ulysses measurements. Ulysses measured the dust
streams at 35° jovigraphic latitude after Jupiter flyby (cf.
Figure 10.1). For a given impact rate R, particle density
p = 1.5 gem - 3 , particle radius a = 10 nm, a detector sensitive area (averaged over one spacecraft spin revolution) of
A= 0.02 m 2 and a wedge radius r = 30 RJ the total mass
of dust ejected from Io per second is:

W =

16

3

2

1r

a

3

R 2
A
p r tan()

(10.2)

With R ~ 0.1 ... 100min- 1 detected from 1996 to 2001 at
30 RJ the average dust ejection rate is 10- 2 ... 10 kgs- 1 (see
also Figure 10.7). Summing under the Io and modulation
product peaks of Figure 10.6 gives 60% of the total mass or
6 X 10- 3 to 6 kgs- 1 .

If we take a typical value of 1 kg s- 1 of dust and compare
it with 103 kg s- 1 of plasma ejected from Io into the torus,
the dust amounts to only 0.1% of the total mass released.
These numbers indicate that Io is also a minor source for
interplanetary dust compared with comets or main belt asteroids (Whipple 1987). Io, however, turns out to be a major
dust source for the jovian system itself. The total mass of
dust produced by Io as 10 nm-sized particles is comparable to the mass of dust ejected as micron-sized particles by

the other Galilean satellites, which have no volcanic acti·
(Section 10.5).

10.3.5

Monitoring lo's Volcanic Plumes

The jovian dust stream measurements can serve as am
itor of Io's volcanic plume activity. Voyager, Galileo ;
Cassini imaging observations have detected at least 17 '
carrie centers with related plumes (Chapter 14). Most
the plumes were sensed through the scattering of sunli
by dust particles entrained within the plumes. Ring-shaJ
surface deposits suggest that other plumes have been
cently active as well. At least two major types of plur
can be distinguished: large, faint plumes, with short-li·
or intermittent activity (Pele-type) or small, bright, lo
lived ones (Prometheus-type). Prometheus, the archetyp•
the second category, is Io's most persistently active plm
Pele, one of the most powerful plumes on Io, has been ,
served at altitudes up to 460 km (Spencer et al. 1997, see a
Chapter 14). The Pele plume is known to be rich in S2 .,
as well as S02 (Spencer et al. (2000)). Although it has bl
suggested that the Pele plume may be a pure gas plur
plume observations can also be interpreted as being due
very fine (:S:80nm) particulates according to Spencer et
1997.
It is of special interest to see whether variations in 1
dust production rate deduced from the dust stream measu
ments can be related to the activity of individual plun
on Io or to the total thermal output of the satellite. 1
dust production rate of Io as derived from Eq. 10.2 is shu
in Figure 10.7. A correlation of the dust emission with 1
activity of the most energetic plumes seems most prom
ing. Only these plumes are expected to accelerate the gra
to high altitudes so that they can collect sufficient cha1
from the ambient plasma to overcome the satellite gn
ity (Johnson et al. 1980, Ip 1996). A correlation of our .
situ dust measurements with either Galileo or Earth-baE
plume imaging observations turned out to be very difficu
Because of the incomplete temporal coverage, only a VE
incomplete record of plume activity is available from (
rect sightings (McEwen et al. 1998, Keszthelyi et al. 200
This is further complicated because plume activity sorr
times changes on timescales of days to weeks.
A more complete history of Io's explosive eruptio
has been derived from surface changes that they produc·
(Geissler et al. 2003). Changes in the surface appearan
are most likely due to deposits by plume eruptions. P~
ticlarly large surface changes occurred at the north pc
of Io, in the region South of Karei, Surt, Dazhbog, Th<
and Tvashtar in the time periods indicated in Figure 10.
Individual plume sightings are also indicated. The surfa,
changes and plume sightings are in remarkable agreemeJ
with time periods when our in situ dust measuremen
showed high dust emissions. The extent of the observE
changes implies that the eruptions which have caused the1
must have been among the most powerful during the Galil~
mission.
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ure 10. 7. Dust emission rate of Io calculated with Eq. 10.2. 'Il·iangles and crosses denote the maxima and minima derived from
LSurements in the distance range 13 < r < 30 RJ, respectively. The dashed line is for the G28 orbit in the range 30 < r < 280 RJ,
ted lines show the remaining orbits with 30 < r < 400 RJ. Thick horizontal bars indicate periods when large-area surface changes have
urred on Io (Geissler et al. 2003), arrows indicate individual plume sightings. Note that South of Karei probably erupted just before
., and that Surt's eruption probably took place between G29 and C30. The data have been corrected for variation of the dust emission
n the Io torus with jovian local time (Kruger et al. 2003d). and for a long-term change of the dust instrument sensitivity (Kruger et
2003b). Galileo perijove passages (vertical dashes) and orbit labels are indicated at the bottom. No dust stream measurements were
ected during Galileo orbits 5 and 13 (Kruger et al. 2003a).

e Galileo mission offered the unique opportunity for longm monitoring of the dust environment of Jupiter. Fig! 10.8 shows the flux of jovian dust stream particles mea·ed from 1996 (G1 orbit) to 2002 (133 orbit) superim3ed upon Galileo's trajectory. In regions where no flux is
>wn, the dust streams were not detectable, because the
3t detector was pointing in the wrong direction (most of
~time when no flux is shown) or no dust data were transtted to Earth. The Galileo dust instrument is affected by
·adiation-induced drop in sensitivity of about a factor of
e between the early Jupiter mission in 1996 and the time
this writing (2003). Assuming the particle impact charge
;tribution as measured in 1996 (Kruger et al. 2001a, their
sure 6) reflects the size distribution of dust stream par.les when the instrument still had its nominal sensitivity,
e resulting dust flux measured by the instrument is artifidly too low late in the mission. The flux correction factor
one in 1996 and rises up to a value of 20 in 2002 (this
rrection factor applies to stream particles only because of
e assumed impact charge distribution).
There are at least five interesting features in Fige 10.8:
First, fluxes of dust stream particles measured with

responding number density of Io dust stream particles
in the jovian environment varies from 10- 8 to 10- 3 m- 3
(Table 10.1). Thus, the number densities of stream particles are usually much higher than the density in the faint
jovian ring between the Galilean moons (rvl0- 7 m- 3 , Figure 10.20). Number densities in the dust streams are roughly
comparable with those found in the dust clouds surrounding
the Galilean moons (Figure 10.19), although the mass densities of dust in the clouds are an order of magnitude higher
(Table 10.1).
Second, the dust flux is usually higher close to Jupiter,
as one would expect if the dust source is located in the
inner jovian system. The radial dependence of the dust flux
measured with Galileo showed strong variations from orbit
to orbit. Only in early 2001 (G29 orbit), was a nearly perfect
r- 2 drop of the dust flux measured, as one might expect
from simple particle dispersion in space. Taking all orbits
since 1996 together, slopes between -1 and -5 have been
measured. These variations may be due to fluctuations in
Io's dust production or the plasma conditions in the Io torus
or both.
Third, in 2000 (G28 orbit), the dust flux measured
by Galileo was about three orders of magnitude larger
outside the magnetosphere (rv10m- 2 s- 1 ; radial distance
from Jupiter about 280 RJ) than within the magnetosphere
(Kruger and Griin 2002). The reason for this "burst" is not

alileo are highly variable by about five orders of magni-

yet understood. Interestingly, a strong Io period is evident

tde, between 3 x 10- 3 and 6 x 102 m- 2 s- 1 . The cor-

in periodograms from this time interval whereas the 5- and

.3.6

Long-Term Monitoring of Jovian Dust
Streams
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Figure 10.8. Galileo's trajectory from 1996 to 2002 and Cassini's trajectory at its Jupiter flyby in December 2000 and January 21
projected on to Jupiter's equatorial plane. The fluxes of jovian dust stream particles measured with both spacecraft are superimposec
a gray scale (impact charges Q 1 ::::; 10- 13 C). For calculating the impact direction of the particles, a typical trajectory of a 10 nm part
has been assumed (Grun et al. 1998). The Galileo flux has been corrected for aging of the instrument electronics. Because of str(
operational constraints, Cassini measured the dust streams during a short period of 12 hr around Jupiter closest approach only. 1
rough location of the bow shock is indicated by a clashed parabola. The solid circle indicates Callisto's orbit and the Sun is to the rig

10-hr signature imposed by Jupiter is absent (Graps et al.
2001).

Fourth, such a high dust flux outside the magnetosphere
did not always occur when Galileo was in this spatial region. A rather high flux ((',..11m- 2 s- 1 ) occurred again in
mid 2001 (C30 orbit), whereas other orbits showed a low
dust flux at comparable spatial locations (G29, 131, 132, 133;
0.1 ... 0.01m- 2 s- 1 ).

Fifth, the data indicate a variation of the dust flux with
jovian local time: significantly higher fluxes were measured
on the dawn and the dusk sides than on the noon side of
Jupiter (KrUger et al. 2003d). This is in good agreement with
modeling results for the dust streams (Honinyi et al. 1997);
cf. Figures 10.12, 10.13) and is an additional proof that 1o
is the source of the dust stream particles. The dust datatogether with detailed modeling of the particle charging and
dynamics-may give important information about the plasma
conditions in the Io torus (cf. Section 10.4.2).

10.3. 7

Cassini-Galileo Joint Dust Stream
Measurements

On 30 December 2000 the Cassini spacecraft flew by Jupit
providing a unique opportunity for a two-spacecraft timeflight measurement ( Cassini-Galileo) of particles from c
collimated stream from the jovian dust streams. Partie
in a stream were detected with Galileo when the spacecr;
was inside the jovian magnetosphere and close to the orbit'
Europa (about 12 RJ), and particles in the same stream w~
detected by Cassini outside the magnetosphere (at 140 R.
The Cassini data imply that particles of different sizes ha
different phases with respect to Jupiter's rotation (Kem
et al., in preparation), a result which is also seen in e~
lier Galileo data (cf. bottom line of Figure 10.3). The em
parison of the measurements from both dust instrumen1
however, is hampered by the higher detection sensitivity
the Cassini detector with respect to the Galileo detectc
Both instruments have detected stream particles with diffe
ent sizes and, hence different phases. The analysis is ongoir
and more detailed modeling to describe the phase relation
different-sized particles is in progress. The present analys
indicates particle speeds of about 400 km s- 1 . This value

1

Jovian Dust: Streams, Clouds and Rings
?;reement with speeds for 5 nm particles as derived from
amical modeling (cf. Figure 10.16 and Section 10.4.4),
earlier studies of the jovian dust stream dynamics (Zook
l. 1996).
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JOVIAN DUST STREAM MODELING
AND DYNAMICS

f..Y.

E

..;:.
1.1

Modeling Approach

motion of a charged dust stream particle in the jovian
can be modeled by a transport code (Honinyi
l. 1997) that follows the spatial and temporal evolution
, single dust particle or a dust density distribution in
magnetized plasma environment. The central body can
·epresented by a multipole expansion of its gravitational
magnetic fields. The density and the temperature of
many-component plasma environment can be defined as
.nction of coordinates and, if necessary, time. Given the
/itational and magnetic fields, and the plasma environlt, the equations of motion can be integrated simultanely with the equations describing the charging processes.
~ charging currents are dependent not only on the instan~ous plasma parameters but on the velocity, as well as
~he previous charging history of the dust grains.

10

zo.

~netosphere

4.2

Dynamics and Charging of Dust

can approximate Jupiter's magnetic field by implement, the GSFC 06 or VIP 4 model (Connerney 1993, Canney et al. 1998), which is a multipole expansion of the
net's internal field. Jupiter's plasma is approximated usa plasma model, which is a fit to the Voyager 1 and
)lasma measurements (Bagenal 1989, 1994). The model
lefined in the centrifugal equator, which is the plane of
1metry for the plasma distribution in Jupiter's magnephere (Figure 10.9). The variation of the plasma density
>Ve and below the centrifugal equator is given by a simple
le height approximation. The model assumes a constant
cing ratio of 50% between singly ionized oxygen and suiions.
The density of the particles is in the range 1.35g em - 3 . These values give best agreement with charging
:I optical properties of insulating materials in general and
,h particle dynamics (Heck 1998, Graps 2001). The dust
~tides' optical properties are expressed via Qpr, which is
~ radiation pressure coefficient. We implement Qpr based
the particle's size and density (Burns et al. 1979).
Apart from Jupiter's point-mass gravity, the dust parIes experience a variety of perturbing forces, both gravi;ional and non-gravitational. The range of the forces intdes: solar radiation pressure, perturbations from Jupiter's
lateness, the Lorentz force that stems from the jovian
tgnetic field and electrostatic charges acquired by the
1ins in the jovian magnetosphere, and solar gravitational
rturbations. Figure 10.10 gives the relative strengths of
e forces as functions of the planetocentric distance r for
ains with radii a = 1 !liD and 0.3 !1m. All of the forces de-

4

10

6

12

Figure 10.9. The plasma parameters in the centrifugal equator
(density Np, electron and ion temperatures: Te and Ti) as function
of distance from Jupiter. The range of Io's projection into the
centrifugal plane (dotted lines) and the enlarged range due to the
dawn-to-dusk offset of the entire plasma torus (continuous lines)
are also marked.

Table 10.2. Properties of main forces acting on jovian grains.
Perturbing force
Planetary gravity

Size
dependencea

Distance
dependenceb

Jovian oblateness
Solar gravity
Direct radiation pressure
Electric force
Magnetic force

ex: ao
ex: ao
ex: a-1

ex: r-2
ex: r3
ex: r2
ex r 0
ex: r-3/2

ex a- 2
ex a- 2

a Assuming that the radiation pressure efficiency factor and
electrostatic surface potential do not depend on grain's radius.
b Assuming an aligned corotating dipole magnetic field of
Jupiter.

different subsets of the forces and accordingly, they exhibit
quite dissimilar dynamics.
In any solar system plasma environment, the dynamics of small charged dust particles is strongly influenced, if
not dominated, by the electromagnetic force acting simultaneously with gravity, drag and radiation pressure. Dust
particles traversing various regimes adjust their electrostatic
charges as dictated by the changing plasma conditions and
they become "active electrostatic probes" continuously adjusting their surface potential towards the local equilibrium
value. The equation of motion of a charged dust particle in
a Jupiter-centered inertial frame is:
2

d r
m dt 2

..
= Fe + FLP + FL + Fse

(10.3)

where Fe is Jupiter's gravitational force, lAP is the light
pressure force, FL is the Lorentz force, and Fse is the solar gravitational force. For short lifetimes, neutral gas and
plasma (Coulomb) drag forces on the dust particle can be
neglected.
The gravitational acceleration due to Jupiter in an inertial jovicentric coordinate system in gaussian units is:

:nd strongly on the grains' size and/or planetocentric dis-

nee (Table 10.2). For this reason, populations of different~ed

grains and those in different regions are dominated by

(10.4)
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Figure 10.10. Strengths of the perturbing forces-radiation pressure, planetary oblateness, and the electric and magnetic components of the Lorentz force-acting on 0.3 (bold lines) and 1 !-1msized (thin lines) spherical icy grains, as functions of their distance from Jupiter. Solid lines: electric force, dashed: magnetic
force, dotted: oblateness, dash-dotted: radiation pressure, double
solid: solar tidal gravity. Depicted are the ratios of the forces to
the jovian point-mass gravity force. In calculation of the radiation
pressure and Lorentz forces, compact spherical water ice grains
with a unit radiation pressure efficiency and a constant surface
potential of +5 volts (Horanyi 1996, Burns et al. 1984, Burns
et al. 1999) are assumed. Vertical dashed lines mark positions
of the Galilean satellites, the innermost of the irregular moons
82000/ J1, and of the largest moons in the prograde (Himalia)
and retrograde (Pasiphae) irregular groups.

where r is the grain's jovicentric distance, with the constants: G = 6.668 x 10- 8 g- 1 s- 2 cm 3 , mass of the planet,
lllh = 1.9 x 10 30 g, its radius RJ and the perturbation from
Jupiter's oblateness is described by the term with Legendre
polynomial P2 with coefficient J2 = 0.01474.
The acceleration due to the light-pressure force is:
3Jo Qpr ~

4pcd2 a

FLP

r=--

(10.5)

m

where f is a unit vector pointing outward from the Sun,
Qpr is the radiation pressure coefficient, p is the dust particle's density, d is the planet's distance in AU from the
Sun, c is the speed of light, a is the radius of a charged
spherical particle, and J0 is the solar energy flux at 1 AU
( 1. 36 x 10 6 erg em- 2 s - 1 ) .
The Lorentz acceleration is given by:
iJ
---) =FL
-Q (Ec+-xB
-

m

to 50 RJ): Ec = ( r X n) X ( BJc) . If the dust partie:
located outside of the magnetosphere, then the electric J
is driven by the convective motions of the solar wind.
The Lorentz force is by far the strongest force ( 100 ti
stronger than gravity) for nanometer-sized ejecta from
and the strongest perturbation, comparable in magnit
with central gravity, for larger sub-micron particles eje<
from Io and Europa. The Lorentz force naturally decou
to the "electric" part Fe, arising from the corotational E:
tric field, and the "magnetic" part Fm (Eq. 10.6). If
assumes a dipole-aligned corotating magnetic field of
planet, which is an excellent approximation between the
bits of the Galilean satellites, it is easy to understand si
of the salient features of the dynamics. The electric forcE
fectively reduces Jupiter's mass: .NI' = .NI(1- L), where
the ratio of the Lorentz force to the planetary gravity f<
for a grain, residing at rest in the jovian equatorial pl
(Hamilton 1993):

c

m

(10.6)

Here B is the local magnetic field, and Ec is the electric
field, assuming a rigidly corotating magnetosphere (for up

L = Q Bo R10.
G.Nhcpa'

(1~

where Bo is the magnetic field strength at the plane~
equator. This implies that a dust grain released from a m
moving in a nearly circular orbit, which charges up quie
finds itself in an orbit with a non-zero eccentricity. Kri
et al. (2002a) presented an analogy with a dust grain
leased from a comet or asteroid which immediately feels
effective solar mass Jl.;J' = Jl.;J(1 - (3), where (3 is the ra~
tion pressure to the solar gravity ratio (Burns et al. 19':
The magnetic force then causes the orbital ellipse to preo
Thus the sub-micron-sized ejecta from the inner Gam
satellites have orbits close to precessing ellipses. The smai
the grain size, the larger the typical eccentricities. If
grain radius is less than about 0.2 f..Lm, then the grains '
be ejected from the circumjovian space into interplanet:
space on escape orbits (Hamilton and Burns 1993; cf. S
tion 10.4.4). It is this mechanism that produces the jov
dust streams (Honinyi et al. 1993b, Griin et al. 1998).
The gravitational acceleration due to the Sun is:
1

1

G.Nfs (

(R- r)

Jfi- rJ3

_

R) =

R3

FsG
m

(10

where Jl.ifs is the mass and R the position vector of the 81
As grains traverse the various plasma regions th
charge will not stay constant. A grain's charge can be f
lowed via the current balance equation, summing over 1.
currents: photoelectron emission Iv, thermal ion and el•
tron collection Ie,i, and secondary electron emission Isec:

~~

=

Lh =

fv

+fe,i +fsec

(10

k

Photoelectron emission current is generated when a
sorption of a UV photon releases photoelectrons and, hen<
constitutes a positive charging current. Its magnitude c
pends on the material properties of the grain, i.e., its ph
toemission efficiency, and on the grain's surface potentii
which may, if positive, recapture a fraction of the photoel€
trons. The ion and electron collection current is due to t)
flux of ions or electrons bombarding the particle from tl
ambient plasma.

Jovian Dust: Streams, Clouds and Rings
Secondary electron emission current occurs when elecs or ions bombard grains with high enough energies to
to an ionization of the grain material and ejection of
;rons from the grain. The flux of secondary electrons
mds on the grain's surface potential and on the enof the plasma electrons/ions: EP, which generally has
a.ximum value 8 = 8M at an optimum energy EP = Ef.r
tipple 1981). The number of secondary electrons (yield:
the ratio of emitted to incident electrons. If 8 > 1, then
tive dust charging occurs.
The parameter that sets the size range for the grains
, escape from the plasma torus is the secondary elec. yield. In our earlier models (Honinyi et al. 1993a,b),
1sed 8M = 1 and E~ = 500 e V. We found the characteraverage surface potential to be <I> >::::: -30 V in the cold
ma torus (4 RJ :S r :S 6 RJ) and <I> >::::: +3 V elsewhere
found a good match between the simulations and the
~rvations. However, the improved mass estimates from
observations (Zook et al. 1996) can only be matched by
tsting the secondary electron yield parameters. For very
.II grains, DM is expected to increase (Chow et al. 1993).
:tilow for the escape of any dust grains in the size range
:S a :S15 nm we now choose 8M = 3. With this choice,
characteristic surface potential in the cold torus becomes
roximately -5 V and +6 V elsewhere.
The dust particle's charge varies via these three cur,s, which are generated as the particle moves through
plasma. The charge equation (Eq. 10.9) is integrated
ultaneously with the particle's acceleration (Eq. 10.3).
very small nanometer-sized grains, Eq. 10.9 must be
:l with some care to recognize the quantized nature of
.trostatic charges.
The charge of an escaping dust particle is a function
,o 's position in both magnetic and inertial coordinates,
ecting the plasma density and temperature variations in
ce and time along Io's orbit. The displacement of the
3ma torus, due to a cross-tail electric field, results in a
mg dawn-to-dusk asymmetry in the plasma conditions
t influences the escape of the dust particles. In general,
charges of the grains are more negative on the dawn side
,he torus where the electron temperature is lower, hence
secondary electron production is reduced (Figure 10.11).
Dust equilibrium potential is reached when the sum
:til of the charging currents is zero. The dominant elecn capture from the plasma leads to negative charges, and
· other charging processes-ion capture, secondary electron
ission and photoelectron emission-facilitate positive curts. Secondary electron and photoelectron emission charg: processes are highly material dependent. The time to ac.re the equilibrium charge may be longer than the flight
.jectory time of the particle, therefore it is worthwhile to
·estigate equilibrium charging times.
Numerical charging experiments ( Graps 2001) show
1t the dust particles rarely reach an equilibrium potential
they travel through the jovian magnetosphere. The dust
rticles in the size range 5-25 nm within Jupiter's magne;phere needed approximately 1-5 hr to reach equilibrium
tential (the smaller particles needed longer times). Bend 50 RJ, the particles do not reach equilibrium charge
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Figure 10.11. The charge history of 2 dust grains that were
started from Io at longitudes ,\ = 90° (dusk) and 270° (dawn).
The grain starting on the dawn side collects electrons (charges
negatively) and remains confined for approximately a day. The
grain starting on the dusk side of the torus is losing electrons
(charges positively) and escapes from the Io plasma torus in less
than an hour (Honinyi et al. 1997).

hour time span of the numerical experiment. Using a set of
particle material properties and secondary electron and photoemission parameters for a 10 nm radius sulfur particle, the
particle has a surface potential of about +6 V everywhere,
except for the region inside of 8 RJ, where the potential is
lower.
10.4.3

Jovian Dust Stream Dynamics

The suggested mechanism to eject dust particles from within
the jovian magnetosphere matched the size and velocity
range of the observed stream particles by recognizing that
these grains become positively charged and can gain energy
from the corotational electric field (Honinyi et al. 1993a).
Dust grains escaping Io enter the cold plasma torus where
they become negatively charged and remain confined there.
Grains that visit the outer hot regions of the plasma torus
change their sign of charge to positive, due to secondary
electron production. Once a grain charges positively, it will
be accelerated by the outward pointing corotational electric field. The periodic nature of the observed dust streams
on Ulysses' approach (Figure 10.1) to Jupiter is most likely
caused by the changes in the azimuthal component of the
solar wind magnetic field, that periodically accelerates these
particles towards and away from the ecliptic plane (Hamilton and Burns 1993). Our current best estimate for the
size range of the dust grains seen by Ulysses and Galileo is
5 :S a :S 15 nm and their velocity v 2:: 200 km s - l . The terminal speed of the particles can be approximated by (particle
radius anm in nanometers):
Vt >:::::

3000/anm

(kms- 1 )

(10.10)

This simple speed versus size relationship assumes a centered aligned dipole magnetic field, but it holds up remarkably well in our detailed computer simulations (cf. Fig-

tential in the numerical experiment representing a ten-

ure 10.16).

!Uf charging time. In the plasma conditions of the solar
nd, the particles never reached equilibrium in the ten-

netosphere (Section 10.4.2), Figure 10.12 shows a sample of

Using the particles and fields model of the jovian mag-
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Figure 10.12. The trajectories of 10-nm radius dust particles
projected on to Jupiter's equatorial plane. Thirty-six grains were
started uncharged, uniformly spaced along Io's orbit with Keplerian initial velocities. The trajectories of the Galileo spacecraft
(G2 orbit in 1996, thick line) and the moon Ganymede (clotted
line) are also marked (Horanyi et al. 1997).

dust particle trajectories escaping from the torus. We placed
36 grains (a = 10 nm) uniformly along Io 's orbit and followed
their trajectories and charges simultaneously. The pattern of
the trajectories would change by changing the initial phase
of the magnetic field. The grains do not stay confined to
the equatorial plane due to the "tilted" nature of Jupiter's
magnetic field. Grains starting on the dusk side swiftly escape from the Io plasma torus, but grains on the dawn side
remain captured for longer periods of time.
Figure 10.12 predicts a strong asymmetry of the ejected
dust fluxes with jovian local time: higher fluxes are expected
on the dawn and dusk sides of Jupiter than at noon. The
theoretical expection from our modeling is shown in the top
panel of Figure 10.13. This is remarkably confirmed by six
years of Galileo dust measurements at Jupiter. It shows that
the plasma model, the description of the charging processes
and the dynamics of the grains used in the model reproduce the long-term behavior of the observations. In particular, the plasma conditions in the torus are well represented
as they are crucial for dust charging there. Models without the torus' dawn-dusk asymmetry do not show any local
time dependence of the dust flux. Thus, dust stream particles can be used as tracers of the plasma conditions in the Io
torus.
Though the exact trajectory of a grain is a function
of its initial position and size, the general nature of the
trajectories, as projected on to the equatorial plane of
Jupiter, remains as shown for all grains in the size range
of 5 :::; a:::; 15 nm. This general shape is likely to be responsible for the sudden 180° shift in the observed dust impact
directions within a day around perijove passage of Galileo
(Figure 10.5, see also Griin et al. 1997, 1998, Heck 1998; note
that the shift occurred several hours earlier than expected
for radial particle trajectories).
In these initial simulations, we assumed a constant pro-
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Figure 10.13. Flux of jovian dust streams as a functio1
jovian local time. Top: distribution of dust particles eros:
Ganymede's orbit within ±3° jovigraphic latitude derived ft
dynamical modeling (Horanyi et al. 1997). Bottom: Dust str\
measurements from 33 Galileo orbits. Flux measurements f;
each orbit have been normalized to the interval [0,1] and t
added in each local time bin. Measured fluxes have been 1111
plied by (r /6 RJ ) 2 to eliminate the distance dependence of
flux due to the motion of Galileo about Jupiter (Kruger et
2003d).
duction rate of dust from Io. Figure 10.14 shows snapsh
from these simulations. The enclosed CD contains compu
animations showing the complex time-dependent struct
of the "dusty ballerina skirt" comprised of tiny grains ejec:
from the magnetosphere of Jupiter. We captured the gr
features of the observations as far as the temporal and m'
nitude variabilities are concerned, demonstrating that
basic physical ideas of charging and dynamics in this mo,
are correct. However, many of the observed features are 1
yet explained in these simulations.

10.4.4

Sizes of Dust Ejected from the Jovian
Magnetosphere

A window of particle sizes exists for which dust partie
can escape from traveling in Keplerian orbits in J upite
magnetosphere. This particle size is strongly dependent ,
the charging assumptions, especially the secondary elect~
emission material assumption.
For L « 1, the Lorentz force is a perturbation to t
gravitational force, therefore dust particles follow Kepleri!
orbits. For L >> 1, the gravitational force is a perturb
tion to the Lorentz force, therefore, the dust particles act
plasma ion and electron particles, which gyrate about t!
planet's magnetic field lines. Between these two regimes li
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1re 10.14. A snapshot of the positions of the dust grains
ied from Io. The surface potential of the grains was kept cont (¢ = 5 V). The top panels show the spatial distribution
:trge scales, while the bottom panels only show the immediyicinity of Io (the left panels show the positions projected on
ie equatorial plane and the right panels show the positions
ected on to a meridional plane). The "color" code represents
icle radius in the range of 5-100 nm (blue-red). The thick conous lines show the trajectories of Galileo and Cassini during
Closest approach of the later one to Jupiter (the dots on the
:Jctories mark the positions of the spacecraft at the time of
sini 's closest approach). This snapshot is from a computer
nation that is recorded on the accompanying CD.
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Figure 10.15. Trajectories for jovian dust stream particles of
different radii labeled in nm, which were released traveling at a
circular Keplerian velocity just outside of the Io plasma torus at
6.2 RJ. The material properties are defined in Section 10.4.2.

and solve for a:
max

a*

indow a~in < a* < a~ax of particle sizes a* for which
itively charged dust particles can escape from the jovian
~netosphere. The particles with the smallest grain sizes
his window a~in experience a weaker Lorentz force and
;er gyroradii than those even smaller particles which are
;capably bound to the magnetic field lines, and the pares with the largest grain sizes in this window a~ax barely
e enough energy to escape from being bound gravitation, to Jupiter (Hamilton and Burns 1993, Honinyi 1996,
ms et al. 2001).
To find the smallest grain size for grain ejection, we
rt with the gyration of a tiny grain along Jupiter's magic field lines (Honinyi 1996, Graps 2001), assume a magic field for an aligned centered magnetic dipole, and deibe the motion of a grain bound to the magnetic field line
h a guiding centered approximation (Morfill et al. 1980).
e grain radius, a, using these assumptions, is:

-40

~

..;0.0057 <p
pL

(10.12)

ing this equation, the smallest grain size for ejection is
proximately 8 nm, changing to a particle radius several
nometers larger (smaller) if the secondary electron yield

This last expression gives a convenient relationship for the
grain size as a function of potential, density and ratio L,
where the unit of r.p is volts, and the unit of density is gem - 3 .
If L 2': (1/2), the grain will be ejected from the circumjovian space into interplanetary space in a parabolic or hyperbolic orbit (Hamilton and Burns 1993, Krivov et al. 2002a).
Therefore, the above expression gives the largest grain size
for ejection. Using this equation, the largest grain radius for
ejection is approximately 200 nm.
Figure 10.15 illustrates simulated trajectories of density
p = 1.5 gem - 3 spherical particles, with their radii labeled
in nanometers, which were released at a circular Keplerian
velocity just outside the Io plasma torus at 6.2 RJ. The
particle dynamics are simulated by the particles and fields
model described in Section 10.4.2. The initial surface charge
potential of these particles was +3 V, and secondary electron
emission current of the dust particles is based upon material
property parameters of Om = 3.0, Em = 300 eV. For these
parameters, a particle of size 4 nm is bound, and size 5 nm is
ejected. If one increases the particle size, the particles continue to be ejected from this location, until their radius is at
about 100 nm, when gravity dominates the particle's movement. These simulated trajectories indicate different parti-

the electron/ion impact energy is larger (smaller).

cle sizes for ejection than the theoretical values (Eq. 10.11,

in~
[

0.1r.p Bo RJ3
300w p4 1r cr 2

l~

(10.11)

To find the largest grain size for ejection from Jupiter's
:~.gnetosphere,

we begin with Hamilton and Burns (1993),

Eq. 10.12), because the theoretical values use simplified assumptions for Jupiter's magnetic field.
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For Callisto and Io, the impact direction could not be
as an independent parameter for particle identification
cause the jovian dust stream particles approached the se
from the same direction as potential satellite particles ir
case of Callisto, and from almost all rotation angles in
case of lo.
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Figure 10.16. Velocities vs. distance from Jupiter for jovian dust
stream particles of different radii, labeled in nanometers, starting from +3 V, and using the material properties as defined in
Section 10.4.2.

The mean impact speeds for particles in this rang
impact direction are-within the measurement uncertai
in very good agreement with the spacecraft speed
ative to Ganymede and Europa (8km s- 1 and 6km
respectively). Only very few cloud particles have been
tected at lo, and their mean impact speed is also in ag
ment with the spacecraft speed relative to this moon
Callisto, the particle speeds could not be independe
checked. Particles with impact speeds below 10 km s- 1 s
a slight concentration towards the surface of Callisto. '
result-together with the impact direction-indicates that.
detected particles belong to steady-state dust clouds
rounding the moons. The concentrations of dust towi
the moons leave no doubt that the moons themselves
the sources, because their gravitational and electromagn
forces are too weak to appreciably focus interplanetar:
interstellar dust. As there are no indications of volcanic i
sers on these three Galilean moons, the most likely so1
is the continuous ejection of debris via bombardmen
the satellites' surfaces by interplanetary micrometeora
The cloud particles detected at all four Galilean moons'
between one and two orders of magnitude larger than'
stream particles (cf. Table 10.1). In the case oflo, this m~
a particle origin from its volcanic plumes unlikely. It shd
be noted that, contrary to the dust stream particles, tl
cloud particles are well within the calibrated range of 1
dust instrument, so that the measured impact speeds;
reliable within the measurement uncertainty.
1

The corresponding velocities can be quite high for the
smaller ejected dust stream particles. A 5 nm particle is traveling at a speed roughly 200 km s- 1 at 12 RJ, and will reach
about 400 km s- 1 outside of the jovian magnetosphere at
130 RJ. In Figure 10.16, we show simulated velocities of
different sizes of dust stream particles using the same set
of particle parameters which resulted in the trajectories of
Figure 10.15.

10.5
10.5.1

DUST CLOUDS SURROUNDING THE
GALILEAN SATELLITES
Measurements

During its orbital tour about Jupiter, the Galileo spacecraft
had a total of 32 targeted flybys of all four Galilean satellites.
During many of these encounters between 1995 and early
1999, the impact rate of dust grains showed a sharp peak
within about half an hour centered on closest approach to
the satellite (Figure 10.5, Grun et al. 1996b, 1997, 1998,
Kruger et al. 1999a). These peaks indicated the existence of
dust concentrations in the close vicinities of all four Galilean
moons. During the flybys at the Galilean satellites after mid
1999, the spacecraft orientation prevented the detection of
dust particles close to the moons.
The geometry for Galileo dust detections during a typical satellite flyby is depicted in Figure 10.17. Because the
Galileo detector scans about half a hemisphere during one
spacecraft revolution, the spacecraft orientation during each
dust impact (rotation angle) can be used to identify dust impacts around the Galilean moons; here, particle impacts at
rotation angles 180° ::; ROT < 360° are compatible with
dust impacts from the ram direction. Impacts from this direction occur only in the vicinity of the moon, and they
are concentrated towards satellite closest approach. Impacts
from the opposite direction, 0° :S: ROT < 180°, do not show
such a concentration (Kruger et al. 1999e, 2000, 2003e). The
latter are mostly due to jovian dust stream particles which
have been detected throughout the jovian magnetosphere
(Section 10.3). Hence, the impact direction of particles with
180° :S: ROT < 360° measured at Ganymede and Europa
points to an origin of the particles from the satellite itself.

The particle mass distributions, obtained by appl):
the calibration of the dust instrument, are in agreerrJ
with power laws with slopes between 0.5 and 1 down
particle masses of 10- 16 kg (which is the detection thrE
old of the dust instrument). Assuming a particle densit3
1 gcm- 3 , the majority of the detected grains is in the;
range 0.5 J..lm ::; a ::; 1.0 J..lm (Kruger et al. 2000, 2003e)'
agreement with theoretical expectations.
The number density of the particles in the dust clo1
surrounding all four moons is shown in Figure 10.18. It is
up to three orders of magnitude larger than the dust nJ
her densities measured with Galileo in the region betw•
the Galilean satellites (Thiessenhusen et al. 2000; see C\
Figure 10.20). The number densities measured for the fi
moons are in remarkable agreement. This indicates that 1
properties of the dust clouds are very similar for all of th€
The power law fit to the data with slope -2.2 ± 0.36 is cit
to the expected value of -2.5 (Krivov et al. 2003).
The optical thickness of the clouds is too low to be <.
tectable with imaging techniques. Only a highly sensitj
detector of the Galileo/Ulysses type could recognize a su:
cient number of grains to detect these clouds. For examp
only 64 cloud particles impacted the detector during eig
flybys at Europa.
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Figure 10.18. Number density of dust as a function of radial
distance from the center of Io (data from 1 flyby), Europa (8
flybys), Ganymede (4 flybys) and Callisto (3 flybys). The radial distance is shown in units of the satellite radius R sat =
1818,1560,2634,2409 km in the case of Io, Europa, Ganymede
and Callisto, respectively. Vertical error bars reflect statistical
uncertainty due to the small number of impacts. The solid line is
a least squares fit to the measured number densities for all moons
(Kruger et al. 2003e).
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ure 10.17. Top: Galileo's trajectory and geometry of dust deion during a typical satellite flyby. The spacecraft is shown in
10minal orientation with its antenna pointing towards Earth
the dust detector facing the anti-Earth hemisphere. The
; detector is shown in an orientation where particles belongto a cloud of dust surrounding the satellite can be detected
)T = 270°). Bottom: Sensor direction (rotation angle, ROT)
;us altitude of Galileo above the surface of the satellite at the
3 of dust impact for two typical satellite flybys (G1 Ganymede
y and E12 Europa flyby). The altitude range shown corrends to a time interval of ~1.6 hr. The direction to the satellite
about 270° during approach. Vertical dashed lines indicate
distance of closest approach to the satellite. Here we plot only
1acts for which we have a complete set of parameters (Kruger
~l. 2000). The apparent concentration of particles within 5 Rsat
::a with 0 ::; ROT ::; 180° is due to an increased data transsian rate near Ganymede. Satellite radius R sat = 1560 and
,4 km for Europa and Ganymede, respectively.

Dynamics of Grains in Circumsatellite
Dust Clouds

A model of a circumsatellite dust cloud is constructed in
two steps (Kruger et al. 2000, Krivov et al. 2003). First, one
considers the production rate of dust from the surface of a
parent satellite. This requires a chain of estimates: the mass
flux and typical speed of projectiles are estimated from existing models of the interplanetary meteoroid environment,
corrections are made for gravitational focusing by Jupiter,
mass production rate is estimated using impact experiment
data on the ejecta yield, etc. This results inN+, the number
of dust grains (above a given mass or size), ejected from the
surface per second.
Given the ejecta production rate, the second step is to
model the steady-state distribution of dust around the satellite. This step requires a number of assumptions and extensive analytic work. The initial speed distribution of ejecta
is postulated as a power law (see, e.g., Stoffier et al. 1975,
Hartmann 1985)

'll(> u)

= (u/uo) -'Y

(u 2 uo)

(10.13)

where 'll(>u) is the fraction of the material ejected at speeds
>u. In Eq. 10.13, u 0 and "/ are constants that depend on
the target material and mass, as well as speed and mass
of the projectiles. Typically, the lower cut-off values uo of
the ejecta speed are tens of m s- 1 . The distribution slope
"/ ranges from about 1 for loose, regolith-like targets to
about 2 for harder surfaces such as low-temperature ice.
Next, we assume that all the material is ejected into a cone
normal to a target surface, the semi-opening angle varying
between 0° (normal ejection) and 90° (isotropic ejection).
Two populations of the debris particles are considered: those
which move on ballistic trajectories and therefore fall back to
the satellite shortly after they are ejected, and those which

are fast enough to escape from the moon into circumjovian
space. We assume that these ejecta move on Keplerian tra-
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G1 data
G2 data
G7 data
GB data
Y=1e4 a=0.8 u 0=13J-1.2, 'isotropic'
Y=1e4 a=O.B u 0 =30 J-1.6, 'isotropic'
Y=1e4 a=O.B u0 =48J-2.0, 'isotropic'
Y=1e4 a=O.B u 0=48J-2.0, 'normal'
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Figure 10.19. Number density of dust in the dust cloud around
Ganymede. Lines: number density predicted by the model in the
cases of isotropic and normal ejections for several choices of model
parameters-yield Y, cumulative mass distribution of ejecta a,
lowest ejecta speed uo (in m s- 1 ), and the slope of the ejecta
speed distribution I· Symbols with error bars: number density
derived from the Galileo measurements during its Gl, G2, G7,
and G8 flybys.

jectories-pieces of ellipses and hyperbolas, respectively. This
is a good approximation for all Galilean satellites, especially for micron-sized dust which is not vulnerable to nongravitational forces. It is also assumed that the circumsatellite dust cloud is in a steady state. Finally, we neglect possible effects of non-isotropy of the impactor flux (e.g., Colwell
1993) and assume that the cloud is spherically symmetric.
Thus, possible variations in the spatial density, which may
be caused by spatial or temporal variations of a dust cloud,
are not covered by the present model.
Under this set of assumptions, exact solutions for the
number densities of dust both in ballistic and unbound orbits can be derived (Krivov et al. 2003). An approximate
expression for the number density of dust grains ejected into
elliptical orbits, which dominate a cloud at distances of several satellite radii, is
nbound(x)

.

= ... .!!..~.... ... J .. (-Y~ )'Y
21f Rsat Uesc

Uesc

x- 5 12 K(x)

(10.14)

where x = r j Rsat is the distance measured in satellite radii,
Uesc is the escape speed from the surface, and the last factor
is close to unity: K(x) = 1 + 0(1/x). Interestingly, the angular distribution of ejecta velocities affects the result only
weakly: the above expression holds true both in normal and
isotropic ejecta cases, and only the correction term 0(1/x) in
K(x) differs. Equation 10.14 shows that the number density
decreases with increasing distance from the satellite center
approximately as r- 5 / 2 • That the slope is steeper than 2,
reflects the fact that larger distances can be reached only by
particles ejected at higher speeds, which are less abundant
than slower ejecta.
To illustrate how the model works, and how the
modeling results compare to the Galileo data, we choose
Ganymede, the largest of the Galilean moons. Figure 10.19
shows the number density of the dust cloud around
Ganymede for several choices of the model parameters and
for both normal and uniform ejection. The number density

derived from the Galileo dust data, obtained during its•
flybys of Ganymede, is plotted in the same figure.
ure 10.19 shows a satisfactory agreement between them
and the measurement results. The agreement is good fo
and G 7 flybys and worse for G 2 and G8 flyby data.
latter are less reliable, however, because in these cases I
correction factors for incomplete data transmission wer
troduced in data processing. For G1 and G7 flybys, th1
dial slope of the number density was found to be 2.3·
close to what Eq. (10.14) predicts. For a detailed compa1
between the model and Galileo data, the reader is refE
to Kruger et al. (2000). We note that any tangible impi
ment of the poorly known parameters (yield, slope of
ejecta speed distribution, etc.) is unfortunately not p
ble, because of the scarcity of the data, especially at s
and large altitudes. We can only state that the paramE
chosen are compatible with the data.
One goal is to check the data for signatures of a lead
trailing asymmetry of the ejecta clouds, which can be
pected from the orbital motion of a satellite with respe(
the field of impactors. We can define the asymmetry fa
as the ratio of the dust production rate at the apex p
on the satellite surface to the production rate averaged
the surface. The factor depends on the satellite, varies 1
time, and may in some cases be close to one (nearly all t
is ejected from the leading hemisphere). However, thE
suiting asymmetry of the dust density in the cloud rap
smears out with increasing distance from the moon, d:
away to about a half its surface value at 3Rsat and al
one tenth at 10Rsat (Sremcevic et al. 2003). Thus the as
metries in the clouds may not be as pronounced as they 1
I
seem.
As follows from elementary estimates, the particles 1
reach an altitude of one satellite radius must have a st
ing velocity in excess of 2 km s- 1 . This confirms laborai
results that some of the hypervelocity impact ejecta f:
icy targets attain very high speeds (Frisch 1992). Never
less, more than a half of the grains which could be fo
(and have been actually detected by Galilea) at altitt
less than about eight satellite radii above the surface,
not the particles escaping into jovian space. They are slo
ejecta, destined to fall back to Ganymede typically wi~
several minutes to several hours after ejection. Such gn
surround the satellite all the time as a result of contimi
bombardment of the surface by interplanetary dust pa
des (IDPs). Further out, starting from distances of ~s
(Ganymede radius 1 Rc = 2634km), the escaping gr~
start to dominate the number density.
It seems useful to give some general estimates concE
ing the mass budget of the dust cloud of Ganymede. ~
mass flux of IDPs bombarding the satellite surface is e
mated to be ""3 x 10- 2 kgs- 1 (dominated by IDPs w
m ""10- 8 kg). With the characteristic yields of ""104 , :
then estimate that as much as ""10 2 to 103 kgs- 1 of·
moon's surface material is ejected into space. Depending
the ejecta speed distribution adopted, the mean lifetime
the ejecta ranges from tens of seconds to several hundJ
seconds. Note that these values are dominated by the slc
est ejecta-for the grains that reach the altitudes of seve
satellite radii the flight times are several hours. We, the
fore, derive an estimate of the total amount of dust contain
in a steady-state cloud around Ganymede: 10 3 to 10 5 kg.
1

Jovian Dust: Streams, Clouds and Rings
ion of about 10- 4 to 10- 3 of the ejecta escape from
atellite. It gives the injection rate of the material into
mjovian space of rv10- 2 to 10° kg s- 1 , which may be
>arable with the influx rate of IDPs to the Ganymede
ce. The ejected material goes into orbit around Jupiter.
1s escaping from the Galilean satellites are probably re3ible for some of the impact events detected by the dust
ument in the inner jovian system (Section 10.6).

Europa

Ganymede
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Measurements

t from Io dust streams (Section 10.3) and circumsateldecta-clouds (Section 10.5) the in situ Galileo measure;s have so far revealed at least one more population
vian dust: since the beginning of Galileo's orbital tour
it Jupiter the dust detector has measured more than
mpacts of mostly micron-sized grains widely distributed
rcumjovian space. Although most of the impacts oc~d in the region between Europa's and Callisto's orbit
) to 26 RJ from Jupiter; (Grun et al. 1998, Kruger et al.
a)) impacts were also detected out to 100 RJ and beyond
vov et al. 2002b). These grains form a tenuous dust ring
nd Jupiter with a number density of 500km- 3 at Eu's orbit (Thiessenhusen et al. 2000, Krivov et al. 2002a;
re 10.20). The spatial locations where these grains were
cted, the impact directions and the charge signals imply
these are actually two populations: besides a population
trticles on prograde orbits about Jupiter, another poputn on retrograde orbits must exist as well (Colwell et al.
)b,a, Thiessenhusen et al. 2000). The ring of material
ted by these grains escaping from the Galilean moons is
.oo tenuous for optical detection.
Indications for the existence of the ring can already
'ound in earlier measurements by Pioneer 10/11 and
;ses: 12 meteoroid penetrations have been recorded with
~eer within 45 RJ from Jupiter (Humes et al. 1974) and
;ses has recorded 9 impacts of micron-sized dust grains in
spatial region. Two-thirds of the Ulysses impacts were
.rded within a jovigraphic latitude of about 35° after
iter flyby.
Further, Krivov et al. (2002b) analysed the Galileo dust
surements of the outskirts of the jovian system, outside
L3 . The spatial distribution of impacts, calibrated masses
speeds of grains, and impact directions, of 99 individual
acts are fully compatible with planetary grains orbiting
iter in the outermost part of the jovian system. These
.ns have moderate eccentricities and a wide range of
inations-from prograde to retrograde orbits. The radial
1ber density profile of the micron-sized dust derived from
data is nearly fiat between about 50 and 300 RJ. The
olute number density level (rv10 km- 3 ), being almost two
ers of magnitude lower than the density in the "Galilean
~" near Europa's orbit, surpasses by a factor of ten that
,he interplanetary background. The mass distribution of
detected grains shows a gap around 10- 14 kg (radius of
f..Lm). The grains with masses larger than this are most

To explain "big" impact events registered by the Galileo
dust detector in the region of the Galilean satellites and beyond, we shall now discuss probable sources of dust, and the
grain dynamics . Although a minor fraction of these impacts
can be attributed to the background particles, mostly interplanetary and interstellar ones, these external populations
alone fail to explain the measurements. Therefore, internal
sources of dust inside the jovian system are required. Three
major mechanisms have been suggested:
(i) Magnetospherically captured interplanetary grains.
The jovian magnetosphere can efficiently trap interplanetary and interstellar particles in bound orbits about Jupiter
(Colwell and Horanyi 1996, Colwell et al. 1998b,a). The capture is especially efficient for particles about 1.0 J..Lm in radius. The resulting orbits have been shown to be mostly

bably planetary particles, and their sources are identified

retrograde and to mostly lie well inside the orbit of Callisto.

h outer irregular satellites of Jupiter (see Section 10.6.2).

(ii) Dust from the Shoemaker-Levy 9 comet. The frag-
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Figure 10.20. Number density of dust in the "Galilean" ring.
Solid line with error bars: Galileo measurements. Dashed line:
modeling results. Note that the modeled profile was scaled to
the same peak value as the measured profile has. The scaling
factor applied is 0.52. Vertical dashed lines mark positions of the
Galilean satellites.

The distribution of dust between Europa's and Io's
orbits is not very well explored yet. Galileo has traversed
this region several times since October 1999. These data
indicate an increase in the number density between Europa
and lo.
Looking further inward towards Jupiter, between Io's
orbit at 5.9 RJ and the outer extension of the gossamer ring
at about 3.1 RJ, extremely little is presently known about
the dust environment. Although Galileo has traversed part
of this region during orbit insertion in December 1995, dust
measurements are very patchy because the instrument had
to be saved from the hazards of Jupiter's radiation environment. However, a few micron-sized dust impacts were
detected inside Io's orbit (Grun et al. 1996b, Kruger et al.
1999b; see also Section 10.7).

10.6.2

Sources and Dynamics of Larger Grains in
Orbits about Jupiter
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mentation of the Shoemaker-Levy 9 comet that took place
about a year before the comet crashed into Jupiter is believed to have injected copious amounts of dust material
into the jovian system (Honinyi 1994). As in the previous
case, most of the debris would fall into retrograde orbits and
spread predominantly to the inner jovian system, inside the
Europa orbit.
(iii) Impact prodv,ction of dust from satellite surfaces.
This standard mechanism implies that hypervelocity impacts of external projectiles (e.g., interplanetary micrometeoroids) eject material from the surfaces of the jovian
satellites. This is the same mechanism that produces the
dust clouds around the Galilean satellites described in Section 10.5-the only difference is that we now focus our attention on the ejecta that are fast enough to escape from the
parent bodies. Thus, the Galilean satellites could be sources
for prograde dust detected by Galileo between the orbits of
Io and Callisto (Krivov et al. 2002a). Similarly, ejecta from
outer irregular moons could explain many of the Galileo detections in the outermost part of the jovian system (Krivov
et al. 2002b). In the discussion that follows, we will confine our consideration to this mechanism because the first
two mechanisms cannot explain the prograde populations
between the Galilean satellites and do not explain any detections in the outer jovian satellite region.
The forces governing circumjovian dust described in
Section 10.4.2 also govern larger grains; only the source
and production mechanisms differ. Dynamics of sub- micronsized particles, especially those ejected from Europa, is dominated by the Lorentz force. Dynamics of larger, micronsized motes, especially those lost by Ganymede and Callisto,
is controlled by two forces of comparable strength-the radiation pressure and the Lorentz force. The dynamics described
in Section 10.4.2 now becomes more complex. Although the
semimajor axis does not experience secular changes, orbital
eccentricities and argument of pericenter evolve in a complicated way. The problem was studied both analytically
and numerically (Hamilton and Krivov 1996, Krivov et al.
2002a). As the orbital inclinations have typically moderate
values on the order of ten degrees, the dust ring formed by
the particles is shifted azimuthally towards the Sun and is
relatively flat.
The dynamics of all sizes of dusty ejecta from the
Galilean satellites, is to some extent altered by another perturbing force -the satellite gravity. Its effects are particularly
important during occasional close encounters of the dust
particles with the moons, which may modify some individual orbits drastically. The net effect of the satellite gravity
for a large ensemble of grains is a moderate radial and vertical broadening of the cloud.
An important question is: what are the main sinks
of dust ejected from the Galilean satellites and what are
the grains' typical lifetimes? Numerical simulations (Krivov
et al. 2002a) show that the major loss mechanisms are grains
re-impacting on to a parent moon (Io's and Europa's grains),
collisions with a parent or another Galilean moon (dust from
Ganymede), collisions with Jupiter or escapes from the jovian system (Callisto's dust). The typical lifetime is rv10 2
years, or rv10 3 to 104 revolutions about Jupiter, although
the lifetimes of individual grains differ considerably-from
less than a year to a few hundred years. Much longer survival times can be ruled out, being limited by other mech-

anisms: plasma sputtering and micrometeoroidal boml
ment (Burns et al. 1984), surface erosion (Johnson t
1983), and even sublimation due to the heating by the
radiation. The timescales involved make slow-acting n
anisms, such as the Poynting-Robertson effect or pl<
drag, unimportant.
To model the steady-state spatial distribution of
ejected from the three outer Galilean moons, Krivov I
(2002a) launched test particles with the radius of 1.
(close to the estimated DDS detection threshold) fran
surfaces of Europa, Ganymede and Callisto and obtair
spatial number density distribution (in arbitrary norm<:
tion). Finally, for the three source moons, they estim
steady-state numbers N of grains from the expected .
production rate (see Section 10.5.2) and grain lifeti
These numbers were applied to convert the arbitrc
normalized spatial distribution of dust to the absolute 1
her density of micron-sized grains at various distances
Jupiter. Figure 10.20 depicts the resulting number del
profile. The profile derived from the Galileo measurerr1
is overplotted, showing a good agreement with the mod1
results. The number density has a maximum of rv10 3 k
near the orbit of Europa and gently decreases outward .
Jupiter, diminishing to a nearly-one order of magni:
smaller value at Callisto's orbit. Between the orbits of
ropa and Ganymede the overwhelming majority of grai
supplied by Europa. Farther out, the Ganymede grains r:
the largest contribution. The Callisto particles are a rr:
part of dust everywhere in the ring.
We now consider the most distant region of the jq
system, from about 50 RJ outward. In this region, 7 o
tiny moons orbit the planet in prograde and 46 in n
grade orbits. These moons are expected to act as sou
of dust through the same impact ejection mechanism.:.
though the production mechanism is similar to the CCU1
the Galilean moons, the subsequent dynamics of the d.
ejecta is different here. As this region is located essent:
outside the jovian magnetosphere, two dominant force:
the ejecta are solar tidal gravity and radiation pressure ,
Figure 10.10). An analytic and numerical study of the ejo
dynamics (Krivov et al. 2002b) shows that micron-sized '
tides from both satellite families would stay in bound or.
for typically ,...,_,10 5 yr. The main loss mechanism for tl
grains is the Poynting-Robertson drag that gradually d~
ers the particles to the inner jovian system. On the o1
hand, smaller grains are usually lost on timescales of ye,
Different-sized ejecta remain confined to sphero
clouds embracing the orbits of the parent moons, with
preciable asymmetries created by the radiation pressure
solar gravity perturbations. The cloud formed by the ejf
from the retrograde moons is offset toward the Sun, whe1
the cloud of the prograde ejecta is shifted in the opposite
rection. In both cases, the orbital inclinations are pum~
up by the perturbing forces to considerable values. For
stance, grains from both satellite families with radii ab
1 1-1m can reach polar orbits. Therefore, the outer satel
ejecta fill in a huge spatial volume-an effect that would c
siderably reduce the expected number densities of dust
the outskirts of the jovian system. Nevertheless, very 1<
lifetimes of these grains, to a large extent, compensate
this effect. As a result, the outer satellites are believed
sustain number densities of ,...,_,10 km- 3 , exceeding by <
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of magnitude the interplanetary and interstellar backld (Krivov et al. 2002b).

GOSSAMER RINGS
in about 3.1 RJ from Jupiter lies the region of Jupiter's
inent ring system, which consists of three components:
nain ring, the halo and the tenuous gossamer rings.
, the dust densities are so large that dust investigations
)e performed with remote sensing techniques. The verextension and density profiles of the rings imply that
1ificant fraction if not all of the dust forming the rings
pact-ejecta derived from the inner moons Adrastea and
3 (in the case of the main ring), and Amalthea and
1e (in the case of the gossamer rings (Ockert-Bell et al.
, Burns et al. 1999)). The orbits of these satellites are
~dded in the ring system. The fraction of debris escaping
~llite is a steeply decreasing function of satellite mass, so
' that despite their reduced cross sections, small moons
be better sources of dust than large ones. For a detailed
.ssion of the jovian ring system the reader is referred to
)ter 11.
[n November 2002, Galileo traversed the gossamer ring
m and passed by Amalthea. High-resolution dust data
obtained down to 2.33 RJ, i.e., just inside of Amalthea's
. Thus, in situ data were recorded in all three ring struc\ identified in Galileo and ground-based images (Ockertet al. 1999, De Pater et al. 1999, Burns et al. 1999).
ral thousand dust impacts were counted in the ring
.ger et al. 2003c) . Our as yet preliminary analysis imparticle sizes in the sub-micron and micron range. The
distributions appear similar in the Thebe ring and the
s outer extension, whereas in the Amalthea ring it is
>er. Dust number densities are about 10- 3 -10- 4 m- 3 .
dust measurements allow for the first time to compare
;u measurements with optical imaging. Our preliminary
ysis implies that small grains dominate the number denwhereas larger particles contribute most to the optical
h. The in situ dust studies can improve our understand>f the forces dominating dust dynamics in the rings and
Le significance of small moons as sources of dust.

CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
jovian dust streams discovered by Ulysses demonstrate
dust may become an intimate player in magnetospheric
:esses. We are still at the beginning of our understanding
1ese interrelations but the importance of dust is becomevident. The dust streams monitor the volcanic plume
vity on Io in a way that is not accomplished yet by any
~r observational method. Only a few images from the
ager and Galileo spacecraft have shown the plumes.
Electromagnetically coupled dust grains are probes of
plasma environment in the Io torus, where they acquire
r initial charge before they are emitted from the jovian
em by Jupiter's magnetosphere. Dust stream particles
~rved at different times originate from different portions
he Io torus. Therefore, observations tracing back to difnt local times in the Io torus reveal local time variations
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in the torus that are predicted by theory. Dust stream particles are a promising new diagnostic tool to characterize the
average properties of the jovian magnetosphere and they
serve as carriers of information about the chemical composition of Io's volcanic plumes. In February 2004, Ulysses will
fly by Jupiter within a distance of 0.8 AU. Additional dust
stream measurements in interplanetary space at high jovigraphic latitudes will be beneficial to test our understanding
of this new phenomenon.
Studies of the motion of charged dust particles connect
a number of observations that are often thought to be unrelated. For example, images taken through filters at various
phase angles provide data on the spatial and size distribution of the dust particles, in situ dust measurements provide
data on their mass and the velocity vector. Since it is often
the environment of the fields and particles that uniquely
shapes the size, velocity and spatial distribution of the dust
grains, images and in situ dust measurements can be used
to test our models of the plasma environment.
The Galileo dust measurements close to the Galilean
moons are the first successful in situ detection of satellite
ejecta in the vicinity of a source moon. All celestial bodies without gaseous atmospheres (asteroids and planetary
satellites of all sizes) should be surrounded by an ejecta
dust cloud. Spacecraft measurements near satellites, i.e.,
very close to the sources of dust, are of primary importance
to gain more insight into the properties of satellite surfaces
and the dusty rings these moons maintain. This is especially
important for the Cassini mission to the saturnian system.
The Cassini dust instrument will obtain dust measurements
during its flybys of the saturnian moons. Enceladus supplies
material to the huge E ring (Hamilton and Burns 1994). Hyperion is believed to be a source of icy ejecta, which arrives
at Titan, possibly affecting the chemistry of its atmosphere
(Banaszkiewicz and Krivov 1997, Krivov and Banaszkiewicz
2001). Finally, Phoebe emits dust which may be deposited
on the leading side oflapetus, producing its observed brightness asymmetry (Burns et al. 1996). Since the Cassini dust
instrument will measure the chemical composition of the
grains, the surface properties of the source moons can be
investigated remotely.
The Galileo dust measurements at the Galilean moons
can be considered as unique natural impact experiments.
They complement laboratory experiments in an astrophysically relevant environment. Laboratory impact experiments
have significant deficiencies in many respects; in the speeds
of the projectiles, and the mass and speed ranges in which
ejecta particles can be observed. Furthermore, there is the
question of the astrophysical relevance of the materials used.
Although far from being perfect impact experiments, the
Galileo results offer two extremely important improvements
over laboratory experiments: (1) the projectile and target
materials and projectile speeds are astrophysically relevant,
and (2) the masses and speeds of the ejecta particles can
be determined in an important region of parameter space
(micron sizes and kms- 1 speeds).
In situ dust measurements provide information about
the physical properties of the dust environment not accessible with imaging techniques. The passage of Galileo through
the gossamer rings in November 2002 provided the first ever
opportunity for in situ studies of this dense dusty planetary
ring. Analysis of this data is ongoing at the time of this
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writing. They will eventually allow for comparative studies
of a dusty ring with both in situ and remote sensing techniques for the first time. This can vastly improve our picture
of grain dynamics in the gossamer ring, a necessary step in
deriving a full understanding of the dust dynamics throughout the jovian magnetosphere. Comparative studies of ejecta
from the large Galilean moons, and from the smaller ones
embedded in the gossamer rings, will provide information
about the ejection process over a large range in speed not
accessible in the laboratory. Since all dusty planetary rings
in our solar system are most likely dominated by impact
ejecta, studies of Jupiter's gossamer ring provide valuable
information not only about the mechanism feeding this ring
system but also about the processes that govern planetary
rings in general. Studies of the jovian ring by Galileo and of
the saturnian ring by Cassini will lead to a vastly improved
understanding of the formation and evolution of dusty planetary rings.
The Galileo dust measurements have raised a number
of new questions about jovian dust, which are also related
to the Cassini measurements at Saturn. They can be summarized as follows:
(1) A self-consistent model for the dynamics and evolution of the various jovian dust populations (cf. Table 10.1)
including all relevant sources and sinks is still pending.
Apart from deriving a coherent picture for the physics of
jovian dust, one could "fly" a dust detector through such a
model and make predictions for future spacecraft measurements.
(2) Our models describe the basic physics and dynamics
of the jovian dust streams very well, however, the detailed
connection between the measurements and Io's plume activity is not yet understood. This is also closely connected
to the plasma conditions in the Io torus. The dust particles
serve as probes of the plasma and fields environment in the
torus. Comparative studies of the torus and the dust streams
may help solve this problem.
(3) Studies of the gossamer ring are presently confined
to remote imaging techniques. In situ Galileo measurements
can better constrain the plasma conditions, grain properties and grain dynamics in the ring region. Together with a
better understanding of the importance of moonlets embedded in the ring as sources and sinks of dust this can lead to
a self-consistent picture for the formation and evolution of
dust planetary rings in general.
(4) The Galileo dust measurements at Jupiter will be
the most comprehensive and homogeneous data set of a planetary dust environment for many years to come. We are just
beginning to recognize and to understand long-term variabilities in the data set. Temporal and spatial variations
may show up, e.g., due to asymmetries in the circumsatellite dust clouds or dust ejected into the jovian system during
the break-up of Comet Shoemaker-Levy 9 in 1992.
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